SATURDAY, January 17, 1931, marks another red-letton day in the Connecticut College girl's four-year dairy. Poor, hard-working girl, what a life she leads! The past merely a mild succession of family triumph and swiftly growing happy memories of an distant old vacation. The future looming ever black and portentous with the all too rapidly approaching mid-years. But, ah, the present—the glorious present, this very Saturday. For Saturday the Amherst Glee Club comes to make new history for the American Society for the Advancement of Music Teachers held December 11-15. The subject of the meeting was "Group Conflicts," with particular references to racial and cultural conditions. It is thrillingly and vitally interested.

A poem, "The New Year's Age Scale for the Measure of Moral Judgment," written by young and thoughtful Robert Frost, professor of psychology and education at Connecticut College, appeared in the American Sociological Society's "Profiles" for December, 1930. According to Arthur D. Lawrence, who is in charge of the psychology department, the subject is of vital importance.

Mrs. Grace Shover, who is in her second year as instructor in mathematics at Connecticut College, read a paper on the "Intelligence Quotient" in a National Linear Algebra Association. The group is the national branch of the algebra group of the American Mathematical Society held at Western Reserve University. Her paper was an original piece of research prepared for the meeting of the American Mathematical Society held at New Haven, and the National Reserve University, Cleveland. As a result of the nature of the Algebras Association's news service is planning to feature it.
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The "Trend of Professional Education in Music," was received with much enthusiasm by the assembled teachers. Dr. Erb also presented at the Monday morning and Wednesday afternoon sessions the creation of music departments in schools and colleges. This year the teacher will take upon the matter of entrance credits.

Dr. Lawrence Erb, head of the music department at Connecticut College, took active part in the annual convention of the National Association of Music Teachers held Dece- mber 29, 30 and 31 at the Hotel Statler in St. Louis, Mo. His opening paper, "The Trend of Professional Education in Music," was received with much enthusiasm by the assembled teachers. Dr. Erb also presented at the Monday morning and Wednesday afternoon sessions the creation of music departments in schools and colleges. This year the teacher will take upon the matter of entrance credits.
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EDITORIAL

LET'S BE SIMPLE!

Apropos of Robert Frost and the "simple" image which he evokes of normal spirits. Christmas vacation is over, exams are dangerously imminent, and for about half of the one thousand readers of this paper the examinations are concerned; but when 

In the dormitories the current lay-opinion is that college is a second world, either as an individual or as a critic. In plain words, such students are aiming at nothing. In fact a student in one that has long been foremost is the disregard the student has for the complex in noise and absence of con-
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The publication of the exam schedule produced quite a furor, not to mention a traffic jam. The question: whether we can make Prom, House Party, Junior Week, etc., and still get by?

We hear that the ice skating is grand. But then the movies are so much better boxed.

The Home 26. quisen pig that hasn’t any vitamin C for I don’t know how long, has at last done right by the department and caught the expected disease. And do you know what that is?

Personal: If May Fisher will communicate with box 9993, she will learn something greatly to her interest.

We have Amherst with us this week-end. Will we hear “Nero Plays Fiddel?”

The lab is always supplying us with surprises. Now we have a new catalogue and tables that fit right up under our chins.

Are we behind the times? No, we thunder! There is a background board on the campus.

The expectation of attending the Zander-dump wedding in Uncasville fills us with excitement. Personally we had lost track of those worthy characters and failed to realize the marriage was so near.

Opening like a rose petal has something besides an aesthetic appeal. It seems your muscles feel anything but rosey the next morning.

“Three Little Words!” Will I Plunk?

The snow likes us not. It falls and ere we can vision a snowman, poof!! It is gone.

Have you noticed the narrassed one? That outside of college lie such things as excessive boredom or its alternative, a job—and if one can do without the boredom and must have the job, then is from attempting to figure out the cards with the record of time spent in study.

Students of Colorado University are insured against being called upon to recite. This certainly puts a premium on either modesty or laziness.

THE BOOKSHOP, Inc.
Meridian and Church Streets
POETRY - ESSAYS - FICTION
Books of all Publishers

CONFECTIONER AND CATERER
Special Dinner Every Evening
S. F. PETERSON, INC.
Party Flowered and Coroageds at
FISHER, FLORIST
State Street off Main

Perry & Stone, Inc.
JEWELERS AND OPTICIANS
Fine Leather Goods. Stationary
Gift Articles in Great Variety
296 State Street - Plant Building - New London

THE NATIONAL BANK OF COMMERCE OF NEW LONDON
Capital Stock $400,000
Surplus and Profits $450,000

OFFICERS
William H. Reeves, President
J. P. T. Armstrong, Vice-President
Earle W. Stannum, Vice-President and Cashier
George B. Peet, Vice-President

JUNIOR CLASS PRESENTS
Amherst Glee Club
January 17, 1931

TEA DANCING
4 to 6 o'clock
$0.75 per person

CONCERT AND FORMAL DANCE
8 o'clock
$1.00 per person

BENEFIT STUDENT-ALUMNAE
LORD JEFF'S SERENADERS